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CHANCELLOR’S ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 

(CACES) 

Committee Meeting Notes 

 

Date of Meeting: Thursday. September 25, 2014 

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm 

 

 

 

Attending  

Warren Gold 

Rob Turner 

Ben Silverman 

Tony Guerrero 

David Edwards 

Tyson Kemper 

Carolyn Brennan 

Aida Lasher 

 

Absent 

Chelsea Knodel Handen 

Dani Sissons 

Kelly Snyder 

Andrea Ramirez 

 

 

1. Crow/Wetland update, reaching out to industry/peer professionals 

Is crow poop sole creator of bacteria in Wetlands or something that was in the wetlands 

previously? Gaining help financially and work-related from peers. Tony talked to Kelly 

about peer professionals and was recommended to ask for their help. Kelly talked to 

Andy Loch from the City of Bothell. He wants to help in any way. 

Carolyn is organizing a set of workshops for fall. Involve Ron, Warren, and Doug 

Wacker. 

 

2. Garden Site Tour – Tony/Kelly 

Thanks to Ben for coordinating and scheduling representative from UWB and Cascadia.  

Discussion: 

 Garden directly behind Chase house – this could be quickly removed 

 Use goats to reduce blackberry bushes 

 Could build raised beds next to Chase House; Cascadia raised beds – 

How much would this cost? 

3. Update for Solar 

$10,000, $53,000, $100,000 added for solar goal. Winter quarter install panels. Great 

connection with working groups. 

 

4. GHG Action Plan 

CACES putting together cost to proceed. Signed climate commitment. 2005 is baseline. 

President and Chancellors created a strategic plan to reduce carbon. 

Discussion: 

 UW Seattle is starting to do that now; an expensive challenge for them. 

Seattle U is paying 60,000 dollars for a consultant.  

 This is the time to start putting together cost to create an action plan. 

 Could UWB piggyback off UW Seattle?  

 Tony call Seattle consultant on this project.  

 Presidents signed Climate Action Plan and did he sign one for all 3 
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campuses? No  

 Talk to Ruth Johnston if UWB can be part of this with no cost to us? 

 Committee provides recommendation for strategic plan. Tony will start 

process if yes. 

 Cannot keep buildings open later and save electricity.  

 If sending recommendations include where we were, what was done, 

what we plan to do regardless. 

 Keeping energy use stable despite growth. Campus is spending 

less/same amount. 

 Is it possible for Ben to get CACES a set of concrete alternatives to 

cost to develop this plan. Two or three alternatives by next meeting.  

 Hire same consultant UW Seattle pays to make changes. Could 

Cascadia and UWB partner together the cost of hiring a consultant? Put 

a bug in Terence’s ear. Terence, Eric, Rosemary. 

 ACHE, Lots of processes to deal with this. Does it fit what our campus 

does? Come up with numbers to present and that Ron can report to 

Cascadia. 

 McKinistry has been giving a lot of money to Cascadia. Is this all we 

have? Ben will contact peers to see what they did, how much, and did it 

work? 

 Get together a persuasive presentation for cost and go to UWBig. Try 

to meet a couple times during the quarter to meet about plan and 

presentation. 

 

5. STARS – Sustainability Assessment 

a) Traces things outside. Nothing that would be a burden to the committee. A 8-9 

month required press 

b) Does CACES need to give a green light? Is it priority? 

Discussion: 

 Branch of sustainability classes. Meetings where members focused 

more on short range.  

 Should we consider UWB and Cascadia plan together? Students can 

help. Help to find future jobs. Want to get presence from Cascadia. 

 Credits, operations, administration and planning.  

 Ben look for robust plan for STAR position. ACHE members $900 

submissions. Look for data from past year for a grant. Do not want to 

pick students and not have meaningful work. Maybe have one student 

help with finding information. 

 Does Cascadia have a separate ACHE? May not be able to split $900 

cost between both campuses. May need a separate submission for 

Cascadia and UWB. By early next week we will have an idea of how 

students can help develop a plan for winter quarter and have areas 

identified. Up against a registration deadline. Wouldn’t need more than 

paragraph numbers and how many hours per week. 
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6. Sustainability Events 

 Earth Day 

 Sustainamania 

 

7. Other Discussion Items 

 Update on coordinator position 

66 applicants; closed positon today. Warren and Tony will agree on final 

questions for interview. Involve Commuter Services, ASUWB, Housing and 

Food Services, Tyson Kemper, and faculty (Warren) in search committee. Have 

an interview panel, 45 minutes for questions. No visit set-up. 

 Cascadia College Update 

When possible to get a curriculum from Cascadia in their Bachelor’s program? 

John Vanlerum. Advisory committee for degree development at Cascadia. 

Meets once a quarter. Work closer with industries than academics. How can 

Cascadia and UWB partner more often academically? 

 Committee Member Updates 

Martha Groom will step down from committee. Only 1 faculty member will be 

left after Warren goes on sabbatical. Kevin Laverty for replacement  Perhaps 

having faculty member from Nursing or Business. Committee recommends 

member to Wolf and Susan; they decide. Find lower division student 

(freshman, sophomore) to be involved in committee, Ankita Sharma. There is 

no interview process. Tony and Warren will recommend student to Wolf and 

Susan. Maybe get more students. Do we send invitations to Sustainability 

group? David will volunteer to be an officer. Have Erica get in touch with 

Warren and Ron. She is included in CACES invites. 

 Recruitment 

UWB environmental studies Facebook page. 

 

 

 

ACTION ITEMS: 

 

 Ben will produce a set of concrete alternatives of cost to develop an energy plan. Two 

or three alternatives by next meeting. 

 Contact Terence about Cascadia and UWB partnering together to pay for cost of hiring 

a consultant for cost-effective energy plan. 

 Ben will contact peers about cost for energy plan to see what they did, how much, and 

did it work 

 Get together a persuasive presentation for energy cost and present to UWBig 

 Ben will look for robust plan for STAR position 

 Tony and Warren will recommend student to Wolf and Susan 


